AB 617 Community Air Protection Program Steering Committee Meeting Notes
06/25/2019
6:00 pm- 8:00 pm
Perkins Elementary School (1770 Main Street, San Diego, CA 92113)

Opening Remarks
Bill Brick- Chief of Monitoring and Technical Services
Approval of 5/21/19 Meeting Notes and tonight’s agenda
Meeting notes were approved
Announce new member: Elisa Arias (SANDAG) who is replacing Tina Casgar.
Public Questions/Comments
Sandy-recommendations for July meeting. 1)finalize the charter (since still in draft) 2) for
meeting to have infographics of deadline so it’s easy for the public to understand 3)
conversation to have meetings in other locations

APCD Update on Vehicle License Reader Project
o

Several crews have been out reading plates for the last few weeks. Photos can be taken
but can’t use the license plate reader character recognition program because the APCD
Board must take public comments on it first. Will likely be the first week of August. The
License Reader Program will give vehicle model, year, and engine information (no
personal information).

Aclima Update
Presenters:
Davida Hertzl, CEO of Aclima
Melissa Lunden
Joe Hicken
Brian Crisp
Joshua Richey

Comment: We actually don’t know what impact those short-term spikes have.
Answer: That is true.
Question: Does the time of day factor into the data?
Answer: Mapping is well-distributed by day of week and hour of day
Question: Did you remove any outliers?
Answer: No, we don’t unless we have reason to believe that the data was not valid such as
problem with sensor or measurement.
Question: Can you please show an example from Barrio Logan?
Answer: Yes
Question: Can you do the southside of Barrio Logan?
Answer: Yes
Question: Where do these determinations come from if there is no standard?
Answer: That’s the USEPA federal standard.
Question: When do you anticipate it (the mobile app) to be ready?
Answer: Early July or Early August with the District reviewing it.
Question: Have they driven the 67 segments enough times?
Answer: Yes, that means that there at 60 segments with at least 20 passes. The science has
shown that the 20 passes is a representative sample.
Question: During the time of monitoring was there a thermal inversion?
Answer: If there was then yes, we captured it.
Question: What portion of PM 2.5 is in our community?
Answer: Depends on the section that is being block-by-block monitored.
Question: In terms of STDDEV 9.94 is that consistent?

Answer: Distribution is logged normal.
Question: Any thermal inversion captured?
Answer: Yes
*Noted there will be a small breakout session after presentations are completed
Compliance Update
William Jacques, Program Coordinator
Brief Overview of the role of the Compliance Division
o

Inspect, investigate respond to complaints, and provide training and educate. The District
conducts investigations to determine compliance with state, district, and federal
regulations. Rules and regulations give the District authority. When a violation is
documented, it is required by state law to issue a Notice of Violation. Sometimes these
violations are generated from complaints. Anyone can submit an air quality complaint.
The District provides training to discuss regulatory requirements in an effort to be
proactive than reactive. This prevents violations in order to protect public health.

Introductions
o
o

Stephen Amberg, Supervising Air Quality Inspector-AB617 implementation for
Compliance
Brittany Baugher, Business Assistance Specialist

Compliance update since last meeting
o

Inspections area tracked by zip codes, not census tracts. This reporting is for zip codes
92113, 91950, 92102. The Compliance Division conducted 50 stationary source
inspections, 4 asbestos removal inspections, completed 5 air quality complaint
investigations: (3 idling vehicles, one smoke-bases and one odor-based complaint),
conducted 11 mobile source inspections, and issued 1 citation for off-road vehicle
(administrative). The District also issued 5 NOVs; 2 asbestos administrative violations
and 1 violation to a gas station for not properly operating their vapor recovery system.
Still exploring posting violations on website.

Question: Can you provide us the data on the sandblasting violation?
Answer: Once violation is assessed and closed; it then becomes public information.
During the last meeting we discussed posting inspection numbers and compliance actions on
our website. We are still exploring this idea and determining the best way to publish the data.
Regarding the District’s AB-617 page, we welcome any comments. We want to make sure the
page is user friendly.
Engineering Update
Jim Swaney, Chief of Engineering
Updates of emission inventory issues

o

Air Resource Board released drafts of changed inventory regulation earlier this year that
would expand emissions inventory to include nearly every permitted source in the state.
Comments were due in May. CARB will likely propose revisions in August/September
timeframe. Deadlines for companies to report have been extended with the first sources
for their 2019 emissions reported next year. First of smaller sources would probably be in
2022 and 2023 emissions. Need to ensure enough time to do outreach to all these
facilities. We will be inventorying all Portside permitted sources and will conduct outreach
to get letters out to all of the sources for emissions inventory. We don’t ask facilities to
calculate emission; just what they have been doing (District calculates). Under the Air
Toxics “Hot Spots” program, we have finalized the health risk assessments for some
Portside sources. Continue working on letters that need to be notified because of what
their emissions are. Once we have the emissions inventory from Portside sources, there
will be a proactive health risk assessment. For permitting actions, the larger projects
trigger 30-day public notice (San Diego Union Tribune or website).

Question: As you get the updated emissions inventories, can you please bring that information
back here?
Answer: Yes
Question: I work across the street from the shipyard—what’s the difference from any data they
submit monthly versus what you’re attempting to do now?
Answer: The District asks for data once a year and looks at previous year to evaluate what the
risk would be. If you’re keeping monthly records, then its already probably better than trying to
evaluate at the end of the year
Incentives Update
Kathy Keehan, Supervising Air Resources Specialist
o

APCD has successfully worked with folks to come into contract: 4 in the Portside area
and TC construction in El Cajon area. There are $2.7 million dollars out on contract. Next
solicitation will open in July with $19 million in AB617 incentive funding available so think
of projects and encourage people to apply. The District has been talking with the Port and
visited San Ysidro and Barrio Logan planning groups and reached out to San Diego
Unified and National City School Districts for upcoming projects. There is money to spend
and need to ensure good projects occur.

Monitoring Update
Bill Brick- Chief of Monitoring and Technical Services
o

Sherman Elementary School deck is built. 10th Avenue Marine Terminal is almost
complete. Power is installed, with just a few additional items to finalize. Caltrans/Chicano
Park is still moving forward. Burbank School have MOU for Bob to sign for Logan Heights
area. Navy lot moving forward but might take a year. Agencies working with one another
can take some time. National City Train Deport (Mile of Cars area) is signed but need
electrical power. Kimball Elementary School couldn’t make commitment. We are now
working with Sweetwater School District for their high school. There will be new staff
coming onboard.

Comment: We talked about potential sites in Old Town National City community and hoping to
find a site there. Community residents suggested Paradise Creek Apartments.
Answer: District is not done looking at locations. 4 new black carbon analyzers. First one will be
out at Sherman Elementary School, then 10th Avenue Marine Terminal.
Question: Is the Navy base going to be on the dry side?
Answer: Yes
Budget Update
Rob Reider, Deputy Director
o

$3.25 million is coming from CARB to do all this work. It has been approved. 2/3 for
equipment and supplies and 1/3 staff time to do this work. To date we’ve spent a dew
hundred thousand dollars. Expecting additional funding at least through next year. State
budget just approved funding to operate monitoring equipment and project s as well.
$3.25 million is just for evaluation and $19 million for projects to reduce emission.
Expecting same amount next year.

Question: How much time will the District give semi-trucks to lower their emissions.
Answer: We really need to be assertive with all this and utilize money in important way. San
Diego is one of the few air districts in the state to go beyond inspecting facilities but now also
inspect on-road and off-road trucks, so we are expanding that program. We have 6 or 7
inspectors on the road inspecting diesel equipment. 20 or 30% of the time we find violations. We
are doing these inspections every day. Most air districts focus only on facilities.
Supplemental Answer from Bob Kard (APCD Director): We have been doing a truck inspection
program for several years now using Department of Motor Vehicle money. The idea is to grow
this program, but we can’t use money to help someone to get into compliance. We can’t use
grant money to get into compliance, we can only use it to create emissions reductions early in
advance of regulations. Please note that CARB has lower penalties than APCD.
Closing Remarks
Update on feedback forms
Next scheduled meeting is 7/23/19 at Perkins Elementary School Cafeteria (1770 Main Street,
San Diego, 92113 from 6:00 pm – 8:00 pm

